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President’s Message
Hi everyone,
By the time you read this we will have completed our club’s
31st Specialty show, along with all else that went with it.
Previous years have always brought out the best in the participants and I anticipate that this year will have been no different
- lots of people pitching in for the common good, led by our very
indefatigable Specialty Show Chair, Joan Trifeletti.
Joan, her co-chair Lynne Lawrence and the Cluster liaison,
Linda Souza, have put in a tremendous amount of behind-thescenes work which most of us will never truly be able to appreciate, given that not everyone has had direct experience of it.
Of the many events with which NCIWC is involved, there is no
doubt that the Specialty is by far the most time and cash consuming. I’d like to ask that you take a moment to express your
thanks to these named and all others involved in the creation of
this our seminal event.
On other, not entirely unrelated topics, it is worth remembering that the event helps support the club financially, as well
as being a show-case of the breeder members’ commitment to
the breed’s excellence. While your hound may not be shown,
it probably comes from homes that do. Those breeders are,
in the vast majority, striving for improvements in not only your
breed’s health but also in the area of longevity - laudable aims
that have an impact on your ownership regardless of your own
liking for the show fancy.
I guess what I’m trying to say is - please remember to support and praise your hounds’ breeders - they are embarked on
a sea fraught with difficulty and are sometimes disappointed at
the lack of awareness on the part of those who acquire their
‘babies’. A kind word here and there can go a long, long way
...			

Chris Thompson
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NCIWC Board Meeting Minutes
Saturday, September 8, 2012
Gabriel’s Home
18 Everett Road, Petaluma, Ca. 94952-9662
Roll call at 9:45 by President Chris Thompson
Officers and Directors present: Chris Thompson, Robin Burchett, Carla
Zayac, Ann Gould, Carol Gabriel, Joan Trifeletti, Karen Corriea, Lynne
Rosebrock. Absent: Karen Watson
Members present: Frank Christian, Terry Burchett, Kathy Bowler, Jonathan Giles, Lynn Lawrence, Ken Gabriel, Megan Thompson, Phil Morris,
Kim Morris, Louise Penrice-Giles
Visitors Present: Junko Ishihara, Al Lum, Reiko Ishihara, Lisa Burr
Previous Minutes: to provisionally accept Annual meeting minutes.
Carol G. moved to approve Annual meeting minutes. Kim M. seconded.
Discussion that only the general membership can approve those minutes.
Carol withdrew her motion. The minutes of the June 23, 2012 Annual
General Meeting are finished and members can obtain copies.
President Report by Chris T. It has been agreed upon that the Hearing
transcription will be made available to all members at future Club meetings. Both written copy and DVD are available.
The minutes of the Special Board Meeting of June 23, 2012 needs to be
approved.
Motion #1 by Lynne R. I move to approve the minutes of the Special
Board Meeting of June 23/2012 as published in the Bugle. Karen C.
seconded. Discussion followed. Vote. passed.
Discussion regarding letters to membership be reviewed and approved by
Board before sending out to membership. Instead of Board review and
approve the Chairman of the activity would review and approve. Secretary to forward to Chairman.
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Job Descriptions to be reviewed by Chairman. Each Chairman will be
asked to contribute to rewrite of job descriptions.
Grass Valley Celtic Festival has 32 people and hounds signed up.
Bank accounts at Sacramento Credit Union are ready to move the money
to new account at Wells Fargo when the Board is ready.
Chris checked the current Statement of Information filed with the State.
It shows the previous treasurer as the Club’s contact person. Chris has
changed that to reflect Carla’s information. However, the State is only
now processing submissions from the 5th of June, 2012.
Secretary Report by Carla Z. We have received an invitation from the
chairs of the Woofstock, 2013 circuit to have a supported entry at their
show in June, 2013.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
2012 Specialty by Joan T. All is going well. The Beg Letter bought in
$1890. The trophy pledges bought in $660.00 for a total of $2550.60.
Trophies by Robin B. for Jim W. Suzanne McCombs has generously
donated items to the club.
Discussion to use as raffle items. Written pledge report presented to Board.
Motion #2 by Lynne R. I move that next year’s pledges be sold by class
as suggested by Jim W. Sponsorships to be sold annually. Karen C. seconded. Discussion followed. Vote. passed.
Boutique by Megan T. Frank C. has designed two graphics for t-shirts
to be sold for the specialty. The t-shirts would be pre-orders with a small
additional stock to sell at show. Will discuss further when Ann G. arrives. Dog beds from St. Vincent DePaul have been ordered. No new
merchandise has been ordered.
Lure Course by Robin B. The previous park has become unsafe for
the hounds to course on. The lure course will be held in Gilroy. Roll call
at 8:00. It will be an hour drive with traffic. A late show time has been
requested.
Field and Grounds by Frank C. There is no guarantee that full services will be available for RVs. There will be potable water and dump
services available. Everyone needs to follow the rules listed in the premium list for RV parking. Even if groups send their reservations to Chris
T. there is no guarantee that they will be parked together due to the fact
we are sharing the Orchard field with three other breeds.
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Treasurer Report by Ann G. Discussion of Program Income vs Donations. Ann has looked online to see if our non- profit status with the state
of California is current. It is. Written report received. Discussion followed regarding transferring funds from Sacramento Credit Union to our
new account at Wells Fargo.
Motion #3 by Lynne R. I move we transfer all funds except minimum
amount from Sacramento Credit Union the Wells Fargo account. At such
point in the future the Treasurer finds that there has been no activity on
the account, the account will be closed and the remaining balance will
be transferred to Wells Fargo. Carol G. seconded. Discussion followed.
Vote. passed.
T-shirts for the 2012 specialty. Discussion followed on which design to
choose for the specialty shirts. Lynn L. reported we would have to order
50 shirts of each design if we chose two designs. If we chose one design
we could order 50 items but could be an assortment of short sleeve, long
sleeve tees and sweatshirts.
Motion #4 by Lynne R. I move to accept Frank’s design with the wolfhound and cat to be placed on short sleeve, long sleeve t-shirts and
sweatshirts. We approve an expenditure of up to $1000 for the specialty
logo merchandise. Carol G. seconded. Discussion followed. Vote.
passed.
The meeting was adjourned for lunch at 11:14.
Reconvened at 1202 by President Chris T.
Activities by Frank C. Frank called upon Jonathan G. to give report of
the 2012 Gathering of the Cu. The Cu will be held Dec. 1, 2012 at Toro
Park in Salinas. The Buckeye section has been reserved. The match will
be Sanction B with Cheryl Riggs judging. There will be a CGC, conformation match and practice lure coursing available. The premium list is
needed. A Match Tote Inventory was presented to the Board.
Frank has written a mission statement for activities to be posted on the
Club’s web page.
2012 Christmas Party will be Sunday, Dec. 2nd in Carmel. There will
be fun on the beach. Lunch will be held at Forge in the Forest. We will
order off the menu. There will be a Pirate’s gift exchange.
Frank spoke about the Emigrant Wilderness backpacking trip. Frank is
working on activities for the Specialty. A big thank you from the Board.
Bugle by Robin B. Robin reported this Bugle was the Largest. Discus-
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sion followed regarding going back to 6 times a year. Robin wants the
trial period of 4 times a year to run a full year before any changes are
made.
Legislature by Kathy B. Kathy reported on SB1221 prohibiting hunting bears and bobcats with dogs. Lure coursing is untouched. No new
legislation at this time.
Historian: needs a Chairperson.
Lure Coursing by Robin B. The Club’s first AKC lure course will be
held 9/29 at O’hare Park. Cathy Lursen has received the approval from
AKC.
2013 Fun Match: Lynn Lawrence has volunteered to Chair the Fun
Match.
Open Field by Chris T. There are six breed and one mixed hunt each
season. Help is needed at the mixed breed hunt (wherein no IWs can
compete) and will be much appreciated. The schedule is fixed but members must contact Chairman Ed Powers for more details. Ann G., Chris
T. and Ed P. to work out method of payment to Judges.
Website by Frank C. Please use it. Please submit candid photos of your
hounds. The website is receiving 160-200 hits a day. Frank to work on
transfer of ownership to club this winter.
Blog: Pat Murkland is working on the Blog.
2013 Christmas Party was tabled.
Constitution and Bylaws by Chris T. The committee met by e-mail and
will have a draft available for initial approval by the Board asap.
Finance: no report.
Policy by Robin B. No new policies since the AGM on June 23/12.
Election of new members by Robin B. Albert Lum and Junko Ishihara
from San Bruno, Harry and Lisa Burr from Vallejo , and Celeste and William Downey from Las Vegas, Nev.
Motion #5 by Karen C. I move we accept new members. Terry B.
seconded. Discussion followed. Vote. passed. Big Welcome to new
members.
OLD BUSINESS:
Digitizing the NCIWC logo: completed.
NEW BUSINESS:
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Director and Officer Insurance by Chris T. Chris received a quote of
around $1000 from Sportsman’s. The Parent Club uses Equisure to bond
and insure their Officers/Board. Chris will contact Equisure for a quote.
Membership Code of Ethical Conduct by Robin B. Robin feels the
membership should write its own Code of Ethics. The committee should
consist of members not the Board. Robin will ask for volunteers in the
next Bugle.
NCIWC Rescue committee by Edna Henley. Edna was introduced as the
new Chair of the rescue committee. Edna shared her ideas to reach out to
state shelters, Vet Association, rescue groups and to backyard breeders.
Rescue funding by Lynne R. Lynne shared her ideas to raise money for
rescue. Rescue to have a separate account earmarked for its use.
NCIWC Specialty-future judges: tabled.
Woofstock 2013 by Carla Z. The Board agreed to have a supported entry. List of judges available discussed and top three will be submitted to
the Woofstock committee. Carol G. to donate two silver bowls for BOB
and BOS.
Brags
Next meeting to be held Sunday, Jan. 13, 2013. The meeting will be held
at Sudwerk’s Restaurant in Davis to start at noon.
Motion #6 by Carla Z. I move we adjourn the meeting. Seconded by
Karen C. Vote. passed.
Adjourned at 1:36.
Board email votes :
7.24.12 - Motion “That we immediately transfer the funds in the
Sacramento Credit Union accounts, to the Wells Fargo account.”
m / s Joan Trifeletti / Lynne Rosebrock unanimous
10.5.12 - Motion to “Accept Frank Christian as the NC Chair, Gail
Hawksworth, Cathy-Lursen Power, as committee members, and Cheryl Rice
as the alternate”.
m / s Joan Trifeletti / Karen Corriea unanimous
10.5.12 - Motion to create a policy - “A Nominating Committee member
shall not be nominated on the slate sent forward by the Nominating
Committee.”
m / s Joan Trifeletti / Carol Gabriel unanimousBoard Code of Ethical Con-

duct: all members of the Board have signed.
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Membership Page

NEW MEMBERS read in September 8, 2012:
Harry & Lisa Burr
411 Idora Avenue
Vallejo, CA 94591
(707) 648-1505
brotherofwolves@sbcglobal.net
Dogs: Sonja, Angus & Shamus
Sponsors: Tom & Niki Dwyer & Robin Burchett
Celeste & William Downey
2100 Diamond Barr Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89117
(702) 271-2711
grannynola06@gmail.com
Dogs: Bailey & Maddie
Sponsors: Nancy & David Moredock & Carol Gabriel
Albert Lum & Junko Ishihara
2075 Spyglass Drive
San Bruno, CA 94066
(650) 355-9759
junkoishihara1@yahoo.com
Dogs:
Sponsors: Chris Thompson & Lori Finucane
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COMMITTEE NEEDED:
NCIWC needs to establish a committee to form a club “Membership Code Of Conduct”. We need some non-board members
to formulate and present this code. All interested members please contact Robin Burchett for further information.
Please, step up and join in on an important part of YOUR club !
Robin Burchett (925) 689-9765
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tory_iw@att.net

Editor’s Note:
The following subscriptions are packed with current helpful
information on dog health, nutrition and training. To Subscribe:
Dog Watch
(800)829-5574
Dogwatchnewsletter.com
The Whole Dog Journal
(800) 829-9165
Whole-dog-journal.com/cs
Your Dog
(800) 829-5116

Customer_service@yourdogmagazine.info

If anyone would like a current club membership list,
please let Robin Burchett know. The list can be
sent by snail mail, or email (excel).
Robin can be reached at (925) 689-9765 or
				
tory_iw@att.net
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NCIWC WANT ADS
I would definitely like to get involved in Wolfhound Rescue. I realize
that, fortunately, there are not many Wolfhounds that need to be rescued. I can easily cover the bay area, ie San Francisco, San Mateo,
Santa Clara, Alameda, and Monterey. If need be, I can pretty much
drive anywhere in the state. Edna
My contact information is: Edna Henley
cell 415 819-7774
work 415 674-9076 ( I work for myself, so calling at work is fine)
email sfedna@aol.com
snail mail 80 Lundys Lane, San Francisco, CA 94110

Anyone that would like their name listed for Edna to contact
for rescue, PLEASE contact her with your information
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Service dog training being offered at UMM
By Tom Walsh, BDN Staff

Kathy Hecht relies on the help of an
Irish wolfhound to assist her with
mobility issues associated with her
degenerative back disorder. This fall
Hecht will be teaching a course at
the University of Maine at Machias
on selecting and schooling different
breeds of canines to become service
dogs for owners with a wide range of
disabilities.
MACHIAS, Maine — A new course
being offered this fall at the University of Maine at Machias will teach students the intricacies of matching
canine companions with people dealing with disabilities ranging from
blindness to Alzheimer’s.
Kathy Hecht has a degenerative back problem and gets around with the
help of a sturdy Irish wolfhound service dog that helps her maintain her
balance and assists her with mobility. Long before a car accident left her
disabled, Hecht was training dogs to help meet the needs of those with
disabilities. This fall she will share her insights with students in Machias
and, through an interactive television network, remote students throughout the state.
“The list of disabilities that can be assisted by well-trained service dogs
continues to grow,” Hecht says. “It ranges from blindness, deafness and
wheelchair assistance to medical alerts for seizures and Alzheimer’s.
Dogs for Alzheimer’s patients can be trained to help reorient them, so
that they remember where home is, or to search and recover a lost phone
or lost keys.”
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Hecht’s course is designed to meet the needs of both disabled persons
who use service dogs and those who are interested in training and matching service dogs with those whose quality of life could be improved with

the companionship of a service dog.
“The general public confuses service dogs with therapy dogs, which are
a world apart,” Hecht says. “Service dogs are specifically trained to aid a
disabled person, while therapy dogs are well-behaved dogs that bring joy
to people they visit in a nursing home or a hospital. Under the Americans
With Disabilities Act, service dogs have complete public access, which
therapy dogs do not.”
Hecht’s course covers service dog “etiquette,” which requires that a service dog
in any public setting be, in effect, invisible.
“Service dogs should be quiet and unobtrusive and should not disrupt anything
or anyone, regardless of where they are,” she says. “All of which is the
responsibility of the service dog owner.”
Her course explores how different breeds of dogs match up with would-be
owners with disabilities in what ideally, she says, is a “dovetail fit.”
“An ideal match starts with looking at the client’s needs,” Hecht says. “If
someone has asthma, you look for a dog that doesn’t shed and has low dander.
If the client is living on a fixed income, you don’t choose a breed that needs
to go to a groomer every six weeks. If someone’s joy in life is watching their
grandchildren play T-ball, baseball or soccer, you need a service dog that is ballaverse, so that if the dog sees a ball, it’s not going to react at all.
“If the client lives in a very rural setting and needs wheelchair assist, a
motorized wheelchair may not work well in tall grass, so you need a dog with
a lot of pulling power to help that handler move a wheelchair,” she says. “You
also have to look at what the client’s patience level is. Some breeds learn
quicker than others. They can do the same tasks, but by their genetics they are
conditioned to do them in a number of different ways.”
Hecht’s class includes both a lecture segment and a laboratory segment. The lab
sessions include working with service dogs and potential service dogs.
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“The lab involves partnering a student with a disabled handler and a dog they
have in training,” she said. “While helping the handler, the students train
themselves.”
The course’s final project involves what Hecht terms a canine “freestyle
performance.”
“It’s basically dancing with a dog, which involves an obedience and behavior
routine to music,” she says.
A resident of Searsport and a native of Massachusetts, Hecht is working on
a master’s degree in social work through the University of Maine’s satellite
classroom facility in Belfast. Her career goal is to work in the field of animalassisted therapy, which involves both dogs and horses.

Irish Wolfhounds AS Service Dogs
I have been working with an older lady in training her iw to be a balance dog.
Cassie is working very well and has picked up on the objectives/goals very well.
She is now working on a regular basis for her Mom providing reassurance and
security when they are out and about.
patty & neala in salem. Or
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My IW is a licensed service dog. Marcia, Circe is my only dog, so, yes, she
alerted to seizures in other dogs on a couple of occasions and once to a person
who seized. As I understand it, you can’t teach a dog medical alerts. They either
know how to do it naturally or not. All you can teach them is specific recognizable responses. I didn’t teach Circe anything about seizure alerts; the cause and
effect were obvious.
As for acting as a balance-stabilizer for me, I discovered what was possible one
day when she was young and I went sprawling down in the snow. After that, I
practiced various scenarios in which I thought she could help me, and she did.
Roberta
Puppy Monster qualifies as a service dog for my autistic son - he does deep
pressure therapy as one of his tasks. The command is “paws on David” and the
purpose is to apply deep pressure to calm an upset David so that his anger/anxiety does not overcome his medication. It works wonderfully well.
Karen

I have been diabetic 60 years this month ! ! ! and my IW, Gift, alerts me to insulin reactions - often it is in the middle of the night and she becomes excessively
annoying to wake me up.
Robin - Tory IW’s - Concord, CA
Corky helps Mom in many ways, from balance & support, to picking up dropped
items from keys to canes. he also will force her to sit down & keep her there,
if she senses she’s about to have an “episode.” The only part we really

trained was the retrieve. Kelly is more of an emotional service dogI definitely plan to do therapy work with him. If someone doesn’t feel well, he’s
first in line to snuggle. he’ll lick Dad’s knee when it hurts (or mine- I love it,
Dad hates it, but doesn’t stop him;-p).
Jodie & the Big Boys
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Bloat and your Dog
Jo Jeweler
Annapolis, MD
Permission to forward WITH AUTHOR’S CREDIT granted!
Most dog owners have heard about bloat and how dangerous it is.
You may have heard about the symptoms to look for- but do you
understand what, EXACTLY, you are looking for? What does
“restless” REALLY mean? How do you know if your dog has bloated?
Could YOU recognize the signs in your dog? If you thought your dog
was bloating, would you know what to do? The causes of bloat are as
mysterious and varied as the symptoms. Do you understand the
various and often conflicting information regarding this dangerous
medical emergency?
Bloat (gastric dilation) is a potentially fatal occurrence, often occurring
with torsion (volvulus). The stomach fills with gas or air, then often
“flips,” twisting on itself. Bloat & torsion are often called GDV (gastric
dilation and volvulus.) Damage to the stomach can occur in minutes.
Torsion may involve only the stomach, the spleen only, or both
organs. It is important to remember that a dog can have either bloat
or torsion- OR both… they don’t always “come together”. A dog can
have torsion which causes bloat, torsion only, bloat which leads to
torsion, or bloat alone. Damage to the spleen, kidneys, liver,
intestines, and heart are possible, as is death. The odds of survival
for an otherwise healthy dog with bloat and torsion can be as low as
30%.
Older dogs may be more at risk than younger dogs, especially if they
have a mass or other illness, but even very young puppies can bloat.
Even dogs as young as a few weeks! Any dog could bloat, and it is
not only giant breeds like Great Danes or Newfoundlands that are
prone to bloating. Any deep chested dog is at risk. Breeds like
Poodles, Boxers and even Labradors bloat.
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We are told to watch for panting, restlessness, a distended abdomen
and “muddy” gums as danger signs. It is important to be aware that
by the time you SEE “muddy” gums, it may be too late! Look for other
symptoms first!
So, what exactly IS “restlessness”? Some dogs may lie calmly for
some time, before getting up to move to another position. Dylan lay
for as long as one-half hour before rolling over, and he never got up
to pace. He was most comfortable lying flat on his side. Many dogs
will not lie down, but some find the pressure more comfortable. Some
may feel (and display) pain when they move, and therefore want to lie
still. Dylan was happiest lying still, which is why I waited so long to
take him to the vets. I mistakenly thought if he was comfortable lying
down, he wasn’t bloating. Other than panting, the only sign of distress
was crying when he rolled over. Some dogs will lie very still, perhaps
curled up more than usual or maybe even lying flat, when they
normally don’t. Anything out of the ordinary in your dog’s behavior
should be a sign of concern. Some dogs will pace, or wander in & out
of the house or room.
Many breeds have such large rib cages that their entire stomach is
within the ribcage- unless she swallowed a basketball, you might not
see or feel any distention in your dog. The lower abdomen (the soft
part we all like to scratch when they roll on their backs) may not show
any signs of bloating, excessive firmness or distention. Sometimes,
you may hear a distinct hollow sound if you thump on their ribs or
tummy, like a bass drum. Only an X-Ray can accurately diagnose
bloat or torsion. On an X-Ray, the torsed stomach looks like a
“double bubble”- almost like a twisted infinity symbol. Tenderness in
the abdomen or even if the chest is thumped are occasionally seen,
too.
Muddy gums are hard to describe, but once you’ve seen them, you
never forget. Imagine mixing blue (lack of oxygen) with the pretty,
healthy pink of your dog’s gums- that’s muddy. When you press on
healthy gums, they should go white for a second, then immediately
turn pink again- muddy gums remain dark. If your dog has muddy
gums, get him to the vet IMMEDIATELY! You might have only
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minutes to save his life. If your dog has naturally dark gums, look at
his tongue. A blue, grey, purple or dark red tinge is a danger sign.
Sadly, once you see these signs, your dog is critically ill.
Contrary to popular belief, bloat alone CAN kill your dog. And bloat
alone is common. Your dog can also have torsion without bloat. And,
again, disproving popular theory, your dog may be bloated or even
experiencing torsion, and still be burping. When Limerick bloated, he
was constantly burping (in the vet’s face, in fact)!
Your dog may display other unusual signs, such as repeated retching
but not vomiting; looking at, biting or chewing at his flanks, side or
stomach, or constant pacing. Excessive drooling, or standing in
strange postures can also be signals. Some dogs will hold their
heads very high, while others drop them as low as they can. Some
dogs may lie in positions they have never assumed before, or in
strange places. I know of one dog who felt best lying on cold concrete
while he was bloating.
The causes of bloat are not fully understood, but many factors play a
part in it. Stress seems to be a major factor. As a dog owner, you
must be attuned to your dog for his or her personal stress indicators.
For example, when my Irish Wolfhound, Dylan was stressed, he drew
his third eyelid over his eyes. A stressed dog may pant excessively,
which also can lead to aerophagia, (swallowing air) another cause of
bloat. Some dogs are excessively clingy or needy when stressed.
Frequent yawning is also a sign of stress. Sweaty feet, in a dog that
is not hot, is another sign of stress. Knowing what causes stress in
your dog, and as much as possible, preventing it, is critical.
Many people believe feeding certain types of foods can lead to an
increase risk of bloat. For instance, it is generally recommended that
you not feed food with citric acid as a preservative. Many people feel
that feeding the dog in raised feeders leads to bloat. There are
probably as many who believe raised feeders help prevent bloat.
Discuss this with your breeder and vet. Some people feel that feeding
dry kibble can lead to bloat, but there is some evidence that dogs fed
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a raw diet are more likely to bloat. This may be because more large
breed dog owners feed raw diets, than small breed owners do. Dried
beets, beet pulp or beet powder have been proven to cause foaming
in the stomach, which can lead to excessive gas build up. Owners of
bloat-prone breeds are usually advised to feed multiple small meals
each day, rather than one large one. Eating too much or eating
inappropriate things can also cause bloat or torsion. When Dylan
bloated, it was because he had overeaten.
No matter what you feed your dog, she should not exercise heavily
within an hour after eating. Wait until she has stopped panting after
playing before you feed, too. Recent studies indicate that exercise
BEFORE eating is good- at least 30 minutes before food. But don’t
feed before exercise.
If you feed kibble, do a simple experiment before your dog’s next
meal time. Put a normal serving of food in a bowl. Add the amount of
water you think your dog probably drinks with each meal, and let it sit.
See how much water the kibble absorbs, and how much it expands,
and how long it takes. If it absorbs a lot, or expands a lot, or if your
dog drinks a lot of water with a meal, cut that meal in half & feed it to
him at different times. Remember, the swollen food has a limited
space to occupy!
A violent illness with vomiting can cause the stomach to begin
swinging like a pendulum, leading to torsion, causing bloat. When my
Irish Wolfhound, Limerick, bloated, it was secondary to a stomach
upset. He began vomiting, which apparently caused the stomach to
swing like a pendulum, until it finally flipped all the way over. Pain
(which is stressful) can also cause bloat and torsion. Talk to your vet
about the risks of bloat after surgeries.
If you notice unusual behavior, it is best to go to the vet to check,
than take a chance with your dog’s life! If your dog has been alone, or
has been acting “off” for a while, don’t take the time to call the vet,
see if you should come in, get dressed and organized. Give the dog
simethicone. Throw on a robe, grab your wallet & dog and rush to the
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vet. Call them on the way to tell them you are bringing in a potential
bloat. If the emergency clinic is more than 10 minutes away, talk to
your regular vet if you have a nervous dog, a bloat-prone breed, a
dog with a family member who bloated, or an ill dog, about how to
treat bloat yourself.
Normally, in a case of GDV, you have minutes - not hours. If you
THINK its bloat, it is always safer to get to the vets, and find out you
are mistaken. I keep simethicone (Gas-x) tablets everywhere- in each
car, in my purse, in 2 rooms in the house & in the “dog bag”… at the
first sign of possible bloat, I give my dog 2 pills. I then IMMEDIATELY
head for the nearest vet. Talk to your vet about the proper dose and
use of simethicone for your dog. But remember, simethicone is not a
cure, only a delaying tactic. It may give you enough time to get to
help before your dog’s situation is critical. But it still doesn’t allow you
to dawdle- give it & GO! (Simethicone is safe for just about any dog,
any age, in any health, but check with your vet first!)
There are new methods of “tacking” (gastropexy) the stomach to the
abdomen wall to prevent torsion, but don’t be misled into thinking this
will prevent bloat. A tacked dog can still bloat. Tacking lessens the
likelihood of torsion, but does not prevent it. Gastropexy can now be
done via 3 small incisions on the dog’s side, and via tiny scopes.
Tacking involves drawing stitches from the outer wall of the stomach
to the wall of the abdomen. The stitches cause scar tissue to form,
which is what actually hold the stomach in place. The stitches
eventually dissolve. Many vets recommend keeping a dog which has
been recently “tacked” calm for as long as 6 weeks.
When your dog has been diagnosed with bloat, your vet will often try
to insert a tube down his throat into his stomach to release the gas.
Sometimes a needle inserted in the abdomen is used. There is also
an acupressure point on the inner thigh that can help relieve the built
up gas. If your dog also has torsion, surgery will be required. A long
incision on the dog’s stomach will allow the vet to “unflip” the stomach
or spleen, and usually tack them into place.
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After bloat, your vet may check for damage to the liver, spleen,
kidneys or heart. Damage to the stomach or other organs is common
and may lead to life-long after- effects. Arrhythmia is not uncommon
after GDV, and can be fatal, but often goes away after a day or so.
DIC (disseminated intravascular coagulation) a severe side effect, is
also possible. If your dog had surgery, he will have a large incision
and need to remain calm for a few weeks. When Dylan had GDV and
surgery, the vet kept him for a full week, to make sure there was no
damage to his heart, and that he was eating and eliminating normally.
He seemed uncomfortable for about eight weeks afterwards. He had
a long incision, with significant bruising around it. There was some
oozing for the first few days, but that cleared up quickly. Be prepared
for an ugly sight if your dog has had surgery!
Bloat can be terrifying & dangerous, but with a bit of knowledge and a
lot of caution and vigilance, you can hopefully save your dog’s life.
Just remember that any sign that your dog is “off” or not
quite right is a reason to be concerned, and once your dog
begins to bloat, you have a very limited amount of time to get
him help.
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Saturday: Gathering of the CU
& Sunday: Carmel by the sea
Saturday, December 1st, 2012, we are putting on the fun
match “The Gathering of the CU’ At the Torro park in
Salinas. It is a great place to bring your puppies, or any IW
pooch you want to share with us.
The restaurant reservation has been made, so here is the
schedule for Sunday December 2, 2012
*10:00am meet at beach. (I will have directions to beach
soon) Let our dogs romp around and enjoy the sand and serf.
*1:15pm Our brunch at The Forge in the Forest restaurant
We are having a Pirate gift Exchange during brunch. Bring
a wrapped gift to participate. Directions to the restaurant will be here soon. We are ordering off the regular or
brunch menu.
*3:30pm walk around town with hounds.
For those of you that want to plan a weekend holiday and
need a place to camp with your RV, or by tent, this is the
best place in the Monterey area - The Veterans Memorial
park and camp ground. It is on a hill overlooking Monterey
with lots of trees and lawns. It has full bathrooms with
showers and water at sites. It is a first come fist use facility, with many spaces for rv’s and tents. Below is a web site
with information on the campground. The price is reasonable ($27/night), with a self service pay station. Notice
that there are areas to walk and enjoy around the camp
area. I think this campground is one of the best kept secrets of Monterey that everyone knows about. You won’t be
disappointed. Click this link for information on the Veterans
Memorial park and campground.
Please contact Frank Christian for more details or any questions:
(925) 437-3422 fwc10000@gmail.com
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AT THE DOG SHOWS

Reno Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Robert Forsyth

August 18, 2012
2 Dogs / 6 Bitches

WD/BOW/BOB Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
RWD		
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
WB/BOS
Folkloire’s Lauren Of Gabriel - Alan & Jane
		
Schluter & Carol Gabriel
RWB		
Glenn Eyrie’s Cashel - Jim Williams & Susan Nelson
Reno Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Kitty Steidel

August 19, 2012
1 Dog / 6 Bitches

WD/BOW/BOB Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
WB/BOS
Folkloire’s Lauren Of Gabriel - Alan & Jane
		
Schluter & Carol Gabriel
RWB		
Limericks Sleigh Ride To Folkloire - Alan & Jane
		Schluter
Mensona Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Patricia Gilbert

August 25 2012
2 Dogs / 3 Bitches / 1 Dog Sp

WD/BOS
Vintage Parker Fan Ness - Brian Ness & Michael
		Weiss
RWD		
Eirinns Castle Of Sir Lancelot - Peggy Squires
WB/BOW/BOB Quest Vamp On A Rampage - Cathy Lursen &
		
Ed Powers
			
**** New Champion ****
			
**** Hound Group Three ****
RWB		
Curiann’s Quest For Dragon Lady - Cathy Lursen,
		
Ed Powers & Judith Ryan
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Mensona Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Ed Gilbert

August 26 2012
3 Dogs / 4 Bitches

WD/BOW/BOB Vintage Parker Fan Ness - Brian Ness & Michael
		
Weiss
RWD		
Eirinns Castle Of Sir Lancelot - Peggy Squire
WB/BOS
Cabells Phila Of Highgate - Lori Finucane
RWB		
Eirinn’s Seamr’og Of Sir lancelot - Chris & Megan
		Thompson
Gold Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Jamie Souza Bartlett
						
WD/BOW
RWD		
WB/BOS
RWB		
BOB		

September 1, 2012
2 Dogs / 4 Bitches
1 Dog Special

Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
Folkloire’s All Jazzed Up - Alan & Jane Schluter
Folkloire’s Lauren Of Gabriel - J. & A. Schluter
Zajacz’s Breaking Dawn - Carla Zayac
Ch Zajacz’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac

Gold Country Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Charles Olvis

September 2, 2012
2 Dogs / 1 Bitch

WD/BOS
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
RWD		
Folkloire’s All Jazzed Up - Alan & Jane Schluter
WB/BOW/BOB Limerick’s Sleigh Ride To Folkloire - Alan &
		
Jane Schluter
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Dog Show Manners
It has been brought to my attention that there has been some very
rude behavior at recent dog shows. Apparently a group of Irish
Wolfhound exhibitors clap for themselves and ignore any other
competition entered. They also choose to be unfriendly and
ignore the other exhibitors. Shame on these people. I am again
going to say that we, as responsible owners of Irish Wolfhounds,
MUST support each other to protect the breed. These certain rude
people give the Irish Wolfhound a very bad name and certainly
give newcomers to the breed and to the sport the wrong impression
of our breed and of most Irish Wolfhound exhibitors. Our breed is
known for its kind, gentle, non-aggressive demeanor. If the owners of Irish Wolfhounds can’t show the same personality traits, then
perhaps they should stay home. Any dog show exhibitor should
show good sportsmanship, win or lose. If you are going to clap for
some, then clap for all. Even though each exhibitor hopes to win,
when you don’t win you should still congratulate the person who
did. Come on folks, grow up and learn to be polite (something you
should have learned as a child!).
Robin Burchett
Redwood Empire Kennel Club
Judge: Ms Rita Biddle

September 8, 2012
5 Dogs / 7 Bitches / 3 Dog Sp

WD/BOW
Vintage Parker Van Ness - B. Ness & M. Weiss
RWD		
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
WB/BOS
Fleetwind Carroy Nuala - Lynne Rosebrock &
		Lois Thomasson
RWB		
Carroy Country Girl of Tory - Terry & Robin
		
Burchett & Lynne Rosebrock
BOB		
GCh Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
		
& Tom Birse
SELECT DOG GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
		
Rosebrock
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Redwood Empire Kennel Club
Judge: Ms Rita Biddle
WD/BOW
RWD		
WB		
		
RWB		
		
BOB		
		
BOS		
SELECT DOG
		

September 9, 2012
2 Dogs / 8 Bitches /
3 Dog & 1 Bitch Specials

Vintage Parker Van Ness - B. Ness & M. Weiss
Rysheron’s Vice - Cheryl Riggs
Kerryarc Valencia De Californio - M. Tyler,
C. Collier & C. Tyler
Carroy Country Girl of Tory - Terry & Robin
Burchett & Lynne Rosebrock
Ch Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - M. Tyler,
J. Hafford, J. Blanchard, C. Tyler & C. Collier
Ch Zajacz’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac
GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan - Lynne & Dick
Rosebrock

Sir Francis Drake Kennel Club
Judge: Dr Edna Martin

September 15, 2012
4 Dogs / 8 Bitches /
3 Dog & 2 Bitch Specials

WD		
Gabriel’s Highgate Nevan - Carol Gabriel
RWD		
Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
WB/BOW
Kerryarc Valencia De Californio - M. Tyler,
		
C. Collier & C. Tyler
RWB		
Cabells Phila Of Highgate - Lori Finucane
BOB		
Ch Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - M. Tyler,
		
J. Hafford, J. Blanchard, C. Tyler & C. Collier
BOS		
GCh Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
		
& Tom Birse
SELECT BITCH Ch Carroy Neala - Ylva Ghazal
SELECT DOG
DC Zajaczs Caden - Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
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Sir Francis Drake Kennel Club
Judge: Mrs Marianne Klinkowski
WD/BOW
RWD		
WB		
RWB		
BOB		
BOS		
SELECT DOG
		

September 15, 2012
4 Dogs / 5 Bitches /
2 Dog & 1 Bitch Specials

Gabriel’s Highgate Nevan - Carol Gabriel
Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
Cabells Phila Of Highgate - Lori Finucane
Applearbor Kate O’Tara - M. Luba & A. Curtis
Ch Carroy Neala - Ylva Ghazal
DC Zajacz’s Caden - Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
GCh Madden Ronan Of Cu Mara, JC - Ann Gould
& Tom Birse

Two Cities Kennel Club
Judge: Dr Dale Simmons

September 22, 2012
1 Dog / 2 Bitches / 2 Dog Sp

WD		
Folkloire’s All Jazzed Up - A. & J. Schluter
WB/BOW/BOB Zajac’s Breaking Dawn - Carla Zayac
RWB		
Folkloire’s Lauren of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
BOS		
Ch Zajac’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac
SELECT DOG GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth
Two Cities Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Timothy Catterson

September 23, 2012
1 Dog / 4 Bitches / 2 Dog Sp

WD/BOW
Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
WB/BOS
Limerick’s Sleigh Ride To Folkloire - Alan & Jane
		Schluter
BOB		
Ch Zajac’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac
SELECT DOG GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth
Donner Trail Kennel Club
Judge: Mr Sidney Marx

October 6, 2012
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches

WD/BOW/BOB Kerryarc Favory - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
RWD		
Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
WB/BOS
Kerryarc Forus Byus - M. Tyler, C. Collier
		
& C. Tyler
RWB		
Folkloire’s Lauren of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
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Donner Trail Kennel Club
Judge: Dr James Sillers

October 7, 2012
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches

WD/BOS
Kerryarc Favory - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
RWD		
Glenn Eyrie’s Ashford - Jim Williams
WB/BOW/BOB Kerryarc Forus Byus - M. Tyler, C. Collier
		
& C. Tyler
RWB		
Folkloire’s Lauren of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
Skyline Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mrs June Penta
					

October 18, 2012
6 Dogs / 11 Bitches
4 Dogs & 3 Bitch Sp

WD/BOW
Rysheron’s Sinner - Cheryl Riggs
RWD		
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
WB		
Rysheron’s Envy - Cheryl Riggs
RWB		
Fleetwind Carroy Nuala - L. Rosebrock
		
& L. Thomasson
BOB		
GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth
BOS		
Ch Quest Vamp On A Rampage - Cathy Lursen
		
& Ed Powers
SELECT DOG GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan - L. & D. Rosebrock
SELECT BITCH Ch Carroy Neala - Ylva Ghazal
AOM		
GCh FC Zajaczs Caden - Ylva Ghazal & Jim Miller
Skyline Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mr Bo Bengston
					

October 19, 2012
10 Dogs / 13 Bitches
6 Dogs & 3 Bitch Sp

WD/BOS
Kailne’s Smokey Blue Night - M. & M. Demeter
RWD		
Kerryarc Forsworn - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
WB/BOW
Kerryarc Favorite Sin - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
RWB		
Fleetwind Carroy Nuala - L. Rosebrock
		
& L. Thomasson
BOB		
Ch Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - M. Tyler, J,
		
Hafford, J. Blanchard, C. Tyler & C. Collier
SELECT DOG GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan - L. & D. Rosebrock
SELECT BITCH GCh Gryffindor’s Wild Rose O’Starry Glen 		
Pat Murkland
AOM		
Ch Carroy Neala - Ylva Ghazal
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Northern Calif Irish Wolfhound Club
Veteran Sweepstakes
Judge: Brenda Fairbanks

October 20, 2012
2 Dogs / 5 Bitches

BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPS
GCh Carnasserie Grayson Of Eagle - Linda Souza
& Jamie Souza Bartlett
BEST OPPOSITE SEX IN VETERAN SWEEPS
Ch Eirinn’s Liam Of Limerick - Chris & Megan Thompson
Northern Calif Irish Wolfhound Club
Sweepstakes Junior
Judge: Brenda Fairbanks

October 20, 2012
4 Dogs / 8 Bitches

BEST IN JUNIOR SWEEPS
Gabriel’s Oisin Of Rosehill - C. Gabriel & M. Dementer
BEST OPPOSITE SEX IN JUNIOR SWEEPS
Curiann’s Quest For Dragon Lady - C. Lursen, E. Powers
& J. Ryan
Sweepstakes Senior

4 Dogs / 6 Bitches

BEST IN SENIOR SWEEPS
Gabriel’s Highgate Nevan - Carol Gabriel
BEST OPPOSITE SEX IN SENIOR SWEEPS
Mendes Absolut Elegance Of Eagle - Laurie Mendiones
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Northern Calif Irish Wolfhound Club
Judge: Jette Holm Jensen
						

October 20, 2012
28 Dogs / 39 Bitches
9 Dogs & 6 Bitch Sp

WD/BOS

Kailne’s Smokey Blue Night - M. & M. Demeter
RWD		
Ascending’s Notorious - M. & C. Tyler, C. Collier
WB/BOW/BOB Kerryarc Favorite Sin - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
RWB		
Quest Rachel Alexandra Of Kerryarc - C. Tyler, C.
		
Collier & M. Tyler
SELECT DOG GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth
SELECT BITCH Ch Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - M. Tyler, J,
		
Hafford, J. Blanchard, C. Tyler & C. Collier
AOM		
GCh Montshire Wunder Of Summerfield 		
A. Montgomery, G. Stratford & C. Riggs
AOM		
GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan - L. & D. Rosebrock
AOM		
Ch Sea Raider’s Alviada, RN, CD - E. Powers
		
& C. Lursen
BEST VETERAN Ch Sea Raider’s Alviada, RN, CD - E. Powers
		
& C. Lursen
BEST OPP VETERAN Ch Eirinn’s Liam Of Limerick - Chris
			& Megan Thompson
BEST PUPPY

Ascending’s Notorious - M. & C. Tyler, C. Collier

STUD DOG
Kerryarc Quo Vado - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier
BROOD BITCH GCh Cabells Morgandy O’Fionn Macain - L. Finucane
BEST BRACE
		

GCh Carroy Dermot McDuncan & Fleetwind Carroy
Nuala - L. & D. Rosebrock & L. Thomasson

OBEDIENCE HIGH IN TRIAL - Ch Eirinn’s Bryne McTate of Tory,
				
RN - T & R. Burchett & J. Williams
RALLY NOVICE B - (1st) - Curiann’s Quest For Dragon Lady 			
C. Lursen, E. Powers & J. Ryan
(2nd) - Gabriels Marni Of Hounds Reach 			
C. Strelova & C. Rasmussen

The next Bugle will be our Specialty Bugle
with all the reports and photos !
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Del Valle Dog Club
Judge: Mr Robert Stein
					

WD/BOW
RWD		
WB/AOM
		
RWB		

		
BOB		
		
BOS		
SELECT DOG

Kaelyn’s Willem O’Dashiells Den - Melinda Chaney
Kerryarc Quo Vado - M. & C. Tyler & C. Collier

Bailebrae Adagio Of Summerfield - G. Stratford,
A. Montgomery & M. T. Grotano
Quest Rachel Alexandra Of Kerryarc - C. Tyler, C.
Collier & M. Tyler
Ch Kerryarc Visalia De Californio - M. Tyler, J,
Hafford, J. Blanchard, C. Tyler & C. Collier
Ch Zajacz’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac
GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth

Del Valle Dog Club
Judge: Mr Hal Biermann
WD/BOW
RWD		
WB/BOS
RWB		
BOB		
SELECT DOD

October 21, 2012
10 Dogs / 13 Bitches
6 Dogs & 2 Bitch Sp

October 22, 2012
3 Dogs / 5 Bitches / 2 Dog Sp

Kailne’s Smokey Blue Night - M. & M. Demeter
Rysheron’s Sinner - Cheryl Riggs
Rysheron’s Envy - Cheryl Riggs
Folkloire’s Lauren of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
GCH Mysham Inspiring Aslan - Gail Hawksworth
Ch Zajacz’s Baird McCamus - Carla Zayac

Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mrs Karen Arends

October 27, 2012
2 Dogs / 2 Bitches

WD/BOS
Castells Sir Eragon Noble Heart - Lynette Pierce
RWD		
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark			
WB/BOW/BOB Limerick’s Sleigh Ride To Folkloire 		
Alan & Jane Schluter
RWB		
Folkloire’s Lauren Of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
Sacramento Valley Dog Fanciers
Judge: Mr James White

October 28, 2012
2 Dogs / 3 Bitches

WD/BOS
Horizons Fargo - Jenny Clark
RWD		
Kerryarc Favory - P. & N. Soyster & M & C Tyler
WB/BOW/BOB Limerick’s Sleigh Ride To Folkloire 		
Alan & Jane Schluter
RWB		
Folkloire’s Lauren Of Gabriel - A. & J. Schluter
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By A Nose
Understanding how dogs “see” through smelling makes for
more patient owners
Imagine if you came across a headline like “World Peace Declared” or “Your
Neighbor Threw A Dinner Party And You Weren’t Invited” then just as you were
getting to the juicy part, someone yanked your head away and you couldn’t find
out all the pertinent particulars. That’s just how it is for your dog when she has
been sniffing the same blade of grass for what seems like 17 hours and, needing
to move on, you finally tug on the leash. Dogs read their world largely through
their sense of smell. In fact, while they see better in the dark than we do and can
hear two octaves higher, their ability to assess their environment through smelling blows us out of the water. Consider these differences:
• If you were to iron out the scent d etecting membranes covering the scrolledup bones in a human nose, their surface would cover a thumbnail. Iron out
the same membranes in a dog’s nose, and they would cover a pocket handkerchief.
• Dogs have nearly 20 times more primary cell receptor cells in their noses
than we do.
• Dogs are able to detect smells at concentrations at least a hundred times less
than a person; in some instances, a million times less. (A dog can detect a human scent on a glass slide that has been lightly fingerprinted and left outside
for two weeks.)
• After accounting for size differences between dogs and people, a dog’s olfactory lobes, which are housed in the brain and decode signals of scent arriving
from the nose via the olfactory nerve, are dramatically larger than a human’s.
No wonder a dog knows the car is almost home even before she lifts her
head; she can smell her familiar turf. And dogs don’t just smell better than
we do. They distinguish between scents much better. For example, on a trail
scented with everything from animal urine to garbage and plant and tree
odors, a dog can “pick our” a few human footprints and know what direction
the person walked in - three hours earlier. Bloodhounds and Basset Hounds
are particularly adept at d
 istinguishing between scents. It’s the superstars
among those breeds who are employed to detective work.
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Not only dogs have better noses than we do, they also have a nose within
the nose. It’s called the yomeronasal organ, or VNO, and is especially good
at detecting pheromones - chemical signals coming from their canine brethren. The VNO works as follows. A puppy sniffs a lamp post and, in a subtle
move that most people miss she touches her tongue to the lamp post and
deposits some material from it onto the roof of her mouth. From there it goes
into two ducts that lead to VNO sensory endings. That’s how he dog learns,
for instance, that she has come upon parahydroxybenzoic acid, a pheromone
in both vaginal secretions and urine. “Ah, I know her. She lives four blocks
away, in the house with the owner who gives me a treat sometimes when my
person walks me past there. How did she get here? I’ll leave her a pee-mail
in case she happens by - let her know I got her message.”
The VNO may be part of the reason some dogs become nervous the
minute they enter the veterinarian’s office. They could be “reading” a large
assortment of accumulated chemical signals from various dogs who have
already been there and undergone injections, handling by trainers, and so on.
It makes particular sense when you consider that the anal glands of a scared
dog deposit a stinky, skunk-like odor. That could be a pheromone warning
that bad things are going on and the place should be avoided. (It certainly
makes sense evolutionarily.)
The take-away point here: Dogs live in an olfactory world of which ‘e are
only vaguely aware. Keep that in mind the next time you walk your al. he’s
not trying to annoy you by sniffing the same spot for a long time or reacting to what seems like nothing . She s taking in important details about her
environment. She might want to cover less ground during a walk, in fact, in
order to be able to “read” a few messages thoroughly.
Sniffing Out Cancer
Laboratory-trained dogs can detect lung cancer with 99 percent accuracy and breast cancer with 88 percent accuracy. Researchers made
the discovery in stages. First it had been found that patterns of various
biochemical markers could be detected in the exhaled breath of patients
with lung and breast malignancies that differed from those patterns in
people without cancerous tumors. Then, investigators trained dogs to
sit or lie in front of people on whom they “smelled cancer” and to ignore
people on whom they did not smell it. The dogs were household pets, not
specially trained animals with a sophisticated ability to learn new tricks.
That’s how apparent the difference in scent is to the canine species.
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Things have come full circle, it would seem. In the early days of
veterinary medicine, it was the vet who sniffed out various conditions in
the cog. A dog’s ear might smell “yeasty” or her diabetic breath “fruity.” If
scientists can isolate the chemicals dogs appear to be picking up on, it
will be the dogs’ chance to more than return the favor.

Your Dog Magazine, September 2012

ABC News’ Dan Harris and Natasha Singh report:
A Connecticut shelter dog is being credited with saving the life of
an infant who had stopped breathing.
The dog, named Duke, alerted the baby’s parents that something
was amiss by jumping into their bed in the middle of the night. The
dog was shaking uncontrollably.
“He’s insanely obedient so this was extremely bizarre,” Jenna
Brousseau, speaking in an interview with WFSB-TV, said of
Duke’s Oct. 7 behavior.
She and her husband decided to check on their daughter, 9-weekold Harper. They found that she wasn’t breathing.
“My husband called 911 and the ambulance came here and it was
because of our Dukie dog, who alerted us,” Brousseau of Portland,
Conn., said, according to WFSB-TV. “If Duke hadn’t, you know,
been so scared, then we would have just gone to sleep.”
Doctors aren’t sure what caused Harper to stop breathing, but have
said it could possibly have been because of acid reflux.
The Brousseaus adopted Duke from a shelter six years ago.
“He’s the perfect dog,” Brousseau said. “He was meant to be ours,
and meant to be hers.”
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A test reveals arthritis before signs appear
Researchers at the University of Missouri’s College of Veterinary Medicine have developed a test to detect osteoarthritis in dogs and humans before signs of the disease even
appear.
The study was published in the Journal of Knee Surgery.
Researchers developed the test by analyzing joints and urine
of dogs with arthritis. The test is being adapted to human
patients. “With this boiomarker test we can study the levels
ofspecific proteins that now know are associated with osteoarthritis,” says James L. Cook, DVM, at Missouri.
The test can be run from a single drop of fluid from a patient’s joint, obtained with a small needle. “Not only does the
test have the potential to help predict future arthritis,” Dr.
Cook says, “but it also tells us about the early mechanisms of
arthritis, which will lead to better treatments in the future.”
Dog Watch Magazine, October 2012
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Does Your Dog Need Supplements?
“We did a study on two kinds of - supplements people frequently decide to
give to their dogs with heart disease,” says Tufts veterinary nutritionist Lisa
Freeman, DVM, PhD, DACVN, “and found that six of 13 products did not disintegrate effectively, which suggested that they may not be be absorbed effectively
in the gastrointestinal tract.
“Another study, conducted by researchers at the University of Guelph in
Ontario, looked at probiotics both veterinary and human products. In 17 out of
44 supplements - more than one in three - the pro biotic organism was either
improperly identified or did not even exist.
“People think supplements are regulated as if they were drugs,” Dr. Freeman says. “But they’re not. Drugs must be proven to be safe and effective and
made with good quality control before they’re put on the market. Supplement
manufacturers don’t have to prove anything. The onus is on the Food and Drug
Administration to prove there’s a problem after a supplement comes out in order
to remove it from the marketplace. And that’s very unlikely to happen. With the
thousands of supplements on the market today, this is an unrealistic task.
“There’s very little evidence for most supplements given to dogs in the first
place,” Dr. Freeman comments. Add to that the fact that research has shown
that what’s actually in supplements is “all over the board; that dissolvability is
really variable, indicating that the pill may not dissolve effectively enough in the
gastrointestinal tract to be absorbed; and may not have bioavailability even if
absorbed,” she says, and it’s clear that in the majority of cases, dogs and supplements do not mix. The lack of quality control in terms of the amount of so-called
active ingredient present can be particularly surprising. The label might say the
product contains 500 milligrams, but it could quite conceivably contain 0 milligrams, or 1,000 milligrams. (This is true for supplements intended for people,
too.)
Unfortunately, the evidence hasn’t caught up with popular opinion. Although
the number of dogs taking dietary supplements is not known, it appears to be
growing. “In magazines for pet owners and veterinarians alike,” Dr. Freeman
points out, “advertisements for dietary supplements abound.” Owners of sick
dogs may be particularly vulnerable to promises of improved health. In one
study, almost one in three dogs with heart disease were being administered
supplements.
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Concern about that trend is heightened by the fact that some supplements
have been found to contain contaminants, Dr. Freeman says. Certain fish oils
could have mercury, while other supplements have been found to be contaminated with lead. Both metals are toxic even in minute concentrations.
More than a lack of quality control
That there’s no enforceable quality control over supplements presents one set
of problems. There’s also the fact that a particular supplement may be harmful
for a particular dog. For
example, Dr. Freeman says, some owners give hawthorn to their dogs with heart
disease. It is touted as a “natural” remedy. But hawthorn has effects similar to
the drug digitalis, so if the dog is already taking that drug, the two together could
have toxic effects.
Other owners give antioxidants to their dogs with cancer, having gone on the
Internet and read that antioxidants protect against malignancies. But radiation
and many chemotherapy drugs work specifically by causing oxidation of cancer
cells. Antioxidant supplements could limit the effectiveness of those treatments.
Keep in mind, too, that dogs don’t even require the antioxidant vitamin C. In
fact, in high doses, it can increase a dog’s risk for developing certain types of
bladder stones. And too much vitamin E, another antioxidant, can predispose a
dog to excessive bleeding.
In many cases - and Dr. Freeman hears about this frequently - people don’t
know the right dose of a supplement for their dog. They’ll go to the store, buy a
supplement meant for people, and then give half the recommended dose to their
pet. “But if your pet is a Dachshund,” Dr. Freeman points out, “half the dose for
a human adult is still a lot. Also, dogs and people have different metabolisms,
so there are ingredients that are safe for people that are not necessarily safe for
dogs. They may absorb something too quickly or metabolize it differently, for
instance.”
The bottom line: Don’t give your dog supplements unless your veterinarian
tells you to. If your dog is healthy, there’s absolutely no reason even to consider supplements. A good quality dog food that has undergone feeding trials
approved by the American Association of Feed Control Officials (AAFCO), or
is formulated to meet AAFCO profiles, contains everything your pet needs to
maintain good health. (The food label will give you the AAFCO information.)
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If your dog is deemed to need supplements, your vet should be able to recommend a brand. The doctor is in a better position to make sure there will be
no negative effects. Alternatively, you can talk to a board-certified veterinary
nutritionist (see acvn.org). Once in a while, never for a healthy dog but for a dog with a medical
condition, a supplement might prove helpful. For instance, there’s’a little
evidence (although much less than word on the street would suggest)
that glucosamine can help mitigate arthritis pain. And research conducted at Tufts has shown that certain breeds of dogs with congestive heart
failure may benefit from supplements of omega-3 fatty acids. But you
need to be sure the brand you use has good quality control and that you
give the appropriate dose. Many giucosamine supplements for pets - and
people - have poor quality control. Go with your vet’s recommendation
on which brands of glucosamine or omega-3 fatty acids to give your dog,
and at what dose. For instance, cod liver oil, an omega-3 source, can deliver toxic amounts of vitamins A and D to your dog if given at high doses.
More information on which supplements are safe can be found at
consumerlab.com. A reliable subscrip-tion service site, it tests products
for quality and says which pass muster. Most of what it reviews are prod
ucts for people, but the organization does test a few veterinary products.
Keep in mind, however, that consumerlab.com decides what to test, so
there’s a very good chance the product you’re interested in won’t be
listed.
The U.S. Pharmacopeia, or USP, is another reliable clearinghouse for
determining which supplements are safe. But manufacturers decide what
to submit for testing. It’s not like the USP randomly checks everything out
there.
One organization in which dog owners should not put too much stock
at this point is the National Animal Supplement Council. The group has a
quality seal that it puts on supplements, but it’s an industry group, not an
independent organization, so the specific quality control measures vary
with the individual companies

Your Dog Magazine, October 2012
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Dog First Aid Kit
Label it on all sides with a felt tip marker so that it is easy to read.
Something such as “Dog First Aid Kit” or whatever just so you can
easily know the difference between your human first aid kit (if you
made it yourself as well) and this one for your dog(s) and puppy (s).
Under the lid of your dog first aid kit would be a great place to tape
an index card which contains the numbers of your local veterinarian,
poison control, and other canine emergency numbers for your dogs
(emergency vet, etc).
It would also be a good place to list a description of your dog(s)
including color, weight, name, health issues, distinguishing characteristics and a recent photo labeled with the name of each pet. Your dog
will thank you in the case of some sort of disaster or emergency when
you are not at home for some reason.
Below is a list of several items you should obtain to place within
your dog first aid kit and brief explanations as to what each item is for.
Remember, your dogs health may depend on it.
Dog First Aid Kit Ingredients:
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Activated charcoal: for poisonings (1 gram per pound, mixed with
water),
Antihistamine tablets: for insect stings and allergic reactions.
Betadine or Nolvasan: cleaning open wounds,
Blankets: several if possible, to help prevent against shock in the
event of an accident or injury as well as a good way to transport
an injured dog,
Blunt nosed scissors: to cut tape and clip. Keep these scissors
with the kit.
Canine rectal thermometer: to take the dog or puppies temperature,

Emigrant Backpacking July 21-29, 2012
We missed the regulars who didn’t make the trip this year. The
trip was much dryer with no raging river crossings like last year.
Fishing and weather were perfect. We camped by and fished
more creeks this year. We had several fish dinners. I even caught
some fish by flyfishing (that’s good for me). With Declan the 7
year old IW, we had Phila and Mcduff, who were 1 year olds.
All the hounds did well. This year we completed almost 40 miles.
The hounds and humans on this year’s trip were the best.
Sincerely:
Frank
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR DOG OWNERS
& THEIR DOGS.
I want to let all of you know that my darling puppy Scarlet, born
Feb. 1, 2012, died very suddenly and unexpectedly on Aug. 29 here
at home. My Vet performed a necropsy and found her heart to be
damaged. The heart was sent to the lab at TVMDL, in Texas
A&M, where the final pathology report stated cause of death
was due to “Chagas” disease. This is an infection with a parasitic
protozoa which attacks the heart and also causes sudden death in
humans and other mammals. The parasite was found in the tissues of her heart. It is carried by a beetle that is a blood vector, and
fairly common to all southern states. The beetle is called a Reduviid beetle or Kissing bug. The disease is spread through the bug’s
bite, ingestion of the bug, or it’s feces, which are almost too tiny to
see. My puppy had only to lick a fecal deposit or swallow the bug
to suffer the deadly effects.
She had no symptoms of any disease. She was a bright, beautiful,
vibrant puppy only moments before her sudden cardiac arrest. I am
grieving her loss but the silver lining in this very dark cloud is that
it was not a heart defect, hereditary or congenital, and there’s very
little chance that your puppies have been affected. There is a blood
test for the disease that is done at TVMDL, College Station TX. I
am currently having all of my dogs tested and recommend that you
have your puppies tested too. Your vet can draw the blood sample
and send it in. You should familiarize yourselves with this beetle as
it migrates through the US. You have probably already seen them
on your car or porch and didn’t know they were silent killers. Not
all bugs carry Chagas, just the ones who have already fed from a
diseased animal but there’s no way to tell which ones are infected.
(please see photo on following page)
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Kissing Bugs

Please see the website at the Center for Disease Control:
http://www.cdc.gov/parasites/chagas/gen_info/vectors/index.html_
(http://www.cdc.gov/parasites/chagas/gen_info/vectors/index.html)
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Luna & Sheila
Early in the afternoon one of my clients came by to sign
some documents. She brought with her a young lady named
“Sheila”. Sheila immediately caught my eye and spoke up
and said she was there because she heard that I had Irish
Wolfhounds. She said it was her one dream in life to actually
meet a wolfhound.
I bought Luna ( who is 3) out into the garden to meet
Sheila. You could see it was magic and love at first sight.
Luna very carefully and slowly walked up to her and proceeded to put her head next to the young woman. Sheila
reached over and put Luna’s head next to hers and just held
her head. The two of them did this for about 20 minutes. No
one said a word except Sheila who softly whispered into
Luna’s ear the entire time. When Sheila finally looked up I
asked her what she said to Luna. She replied that she told
her that she was her angel. Sheila said she had a dream
about a white wolfhound who was her guardian angel and
who would watch over her always. The interaction of the two
really brought me to tears. It is what makes our hounds so
wonderful and unique and what makes their presence a gift
everyday.
Sheila is 22 years old, 22 inches in height and weighs
22 pounds as she is so proud to tell you. She cannot walk
and was carried here by my client who is her caretaker. She
has profound dwarfism and at 22 years old has outlived the
experts by at least 10 years I was told.
It was a very special day and one I will never forget.
Ann Gould
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AT THE RACES

NCIWC’s First AKC All Breed Lure Trial - September 29, 2012
O’Hara Park School, Oakley, CA
Trial Secretary: Cathy Lursen Powers
Judges: Kathy Kelly & Lisa Voss
Entries:
3 Basenjis
2 Greyhounds
3 IW’s
2 Pharoahs
9 Rhodesian Ridgebacks
5 Whippets
The Wolfhound Entry:
Open:
1st – Keegan Gould/Birse
2nd – Nuala Rosebrock
Field Champion:
1st – Caden Ghazal/Miller
BOB: Keegan Gould/Birse
BIF: Rhodesion Ridgeback
The course went extremely well (for our very first time !). I received a phone
call from Bob Mason, the AKC rep who was to approve us or fail us. He said
that this was one of the best courses he had been to. We received multiple
comments on how well our club worked.
Thanks to everyone who made this possible.
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Robin

Cathy Lursen-Powers
20311 Road 30 1/2
Madera, CA 93638
We participated in last Saturday's lure coursing event in
Oakley. One of our Whippets ran in the trial, and then we
had a practice run with our Whippet, Cache. At the time
I went to pay for the practice run, I only had a $20 bill,
which there wasn't change for. Therefore, you guys didn't
take the $20, and I was going to get some smaller bills to
pay. We then got distracted, as our other dog needed to
get ready for a run, and I forgot to pay.
Enclosed is Check #7231 in the amount of $5.00 to cover
Cache's practice run. I apologize for the inconvenience of
paying this late, but wanted to make sure your club got the
money.
Also, if it isn't too much trouble, I was wondering if you
could email me the scores for the Best In Field run that
was a tie, along with the final Best In Field Run (basically,
the last two runs of the day). Our girl, Miley (Bella of the
Ball) ran in those and I didn't get a chance to see the
scores.
Your club did such a nice job with this event! Everything
was timely and so efficient! Your club members were all
very nice and had great attitudes and enthusiasm! It sure
makes a difference! It was a pleasure to participate and
we'll look forward to attending your next event.
Warm regards,
Julie Nunes
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Dogs: A Shoulder to Cry On?
New research suggests that dogs do respond to human tears
- but whether pets have actual empathy for human pain is less
clear. In a study published in the journal Animal Cognition, researchers at the University of London found that dogs were more
likely to approach a crying person than someone who was either
humming or talking, and that they normally responded to weeping
with submissive behaviors. The results are what you might expect
if dogs understand our pain, the researchers wrote, but it’s not
actually proof that they do.
“The humming was designed to be a relatively novel behavior,
which might be likely to pique the dogs’ curiosity,” explained study
researcher and psychologist Deborah Custance. “The fact that the
dogs differentiated between crying and humming indicates that
their response to crying was not purely driven by curiosity. Rather,
the crying carried greater emotional meaning for the dogs and provoked a stronger overall response than either humming or talking.”
Of the 18 dogs in the study, 15 approached their owner or
Mayer during crying fits, while only six approached during hum
ming. That suggests that it’s emotional content, not curiosity, that
brings the dogs running. Likewise, the dogs always approached
the crying person, never the quiet person, as one might expect if
the dog was seeking (rather than trying to provide) comfort.
“The dogs approached whoever was crying regardless of their
identity. Thus they were responding to the person’s emotion, not
their own needs, which is suggestive of empathic like comfortoffering behavior,” Mayer said in a statement.
Of the 15 dogs that approached a crying owner or stranger,
13 did so with submissive body language, such as tucked tails
and bowed heads, another behavior consistent with empathy (the
other two were alert or playful). Still, the researchers aren’t dog
whisperers, and they can’t prove conclusively what the dogs were
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thinking. It’s possible that dogs learn to approach crying people
because their owners give them affection when they do, the researchers wrote.
“We in no way claim that the present study provides definitive
answers to the question
of empathy in dogs,” Mayer and (ustance wrote. Nevertheless,
they said, their experiment opens the door for more study of dogs’
emotional lives, from whether different breeds respond to emotional owners differently to whether dogs understand the difference
between laughter and tears.
Dog Watch, August 2012

“Dogs are the leaders of the planet.
If you see two life-forms, one’s making a p**p and the other one’s
carrying it for him. Who would YOU assume is in charge ?”
attributed to Jerry Seinfeld in the
“Advertiser”Dog Watch, August 2012
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The Grass Valley Celtic fair. September 29-30, 2012
The weather was warm with little breeze. People moved their
chairs around to stay in the shade, and the hounds mostly lounged
about between visits or walking amongst the people at the fair.
Our hounds are always well received by the public at Celtic fairs,
and it was no different this time. We had a wonderful bunch
of Irish Wolfhounds, with their humans. It was good to see all
the club members in
costume with their
Irish Wolfhounds by
their sides. A parade
at the start of each day
is held with all of the
people in period costumes circling the fair
grounds. The best part
of the parade were the
Irish wolfhounds getting many ovations and
picture taking. A big
thank you to all club
members who came and
made this years Grass Valley Celtic Fair such a grand
success.
Sincerely:
Frank Christian
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An Irish Wolfhound enjoying himself at the Celtic Faire !
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Special anti-cancer diet holds
promise
But more research is needed on the low-carb, highprotein and fat regimen
A low-carbohydrate, high-protein and high-fat diet may
improve the prospects for dogs with cancer - the leading cause
of canine deaths. Veterinary nutritionists caution, however,
that more research needs to be done on the diet.
“We don’t want to give false hope about the low-carb diet,”
says nutritionist Sally Perea, DVM, MS, a member of Your
Dog’s advisory board and president-elect of the American College of Veterinary Nutritionists. “There was one study that
evaluated two low-carbohydrate diets in dogs with lymphoma.
The diet that provided high levels of fish oil and the amino
acid arginine performed better than low carbohydrate alone.
We don’t know as much about other cancer types - if they
would react the same. For dogs who can tolerate low-carb diets, it could be helpful, so owners could try it.”
One study - related to dogs with Stage III lymphoma undergoing chemotherapy - has been done. Few if any controlled
studies have tested it with other cancer types. For the study
on dogs with lymphoma, some ate a high-fat diet; others ate
food high in simple carbohydrates such as starches and sugars.

Going into remission
The result: Those fed the high-fat diet were more likely to
go into remission, according to research by oncologist Gregory
Ogilvie, DVM, director of Angel Care Cancer Center at Cali
fornia Veterinary Specialists and the Veterinary Oncology division director of the Moores Cancer Center at DC San Diego.
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Dr. Ogilvie’s research resulted in discoveries and patents
that Hill’s Pet Nutrition used to make commercial food specifically designed for cancer: Hill’s Prescription Diet n/d Canine
canned food, which aims to meet energy demand and avoid
muscle -wasting in dogs undergoing chemotherapy. “Hill’s and
Dr. Ogilvie collaborated in research of key nutrients used to
create Hill’s Prescription Diet n/d Canine,” says the company’s
communications manager Dan Smith.
Research suggests that cancer cells have a sweet tooth, but
it’s misconception that a low-carb diet “starves” them. The
cells prefer glucose - a component in carbohydrates - as an
energy source, Dr. Perea says. A lowcarb diet simply limits the
glucose the cells receive.
Even if a dog owner didn’t provide any carbohydrates (as
with cats on an all-meat diet), the dog’s body will create its
own glucose by metabolizing protein and fat in a process called
gluconeogenesis.
It’s a misconception that a low-carb diet starves’ cancer
cells.
A diet limiting carbohydrates seems logical to some owners.
“It’s definitely something people use,” Dr. Perea says. As with
any diet, it’s often hard to single out the component or action
that makes it effective. In this case, is it the low carbohydrates or the added fish oil or arginine? It’s not clear that
low-carb alone is helpful, Dr. Perea says.
One caution: Owners shouldn’t switch to a low-carb, high-fat
food if a dog also has another health problem such as kidney
disease. In those cases, it’s best to feed him a commercial
kidney therapy diet, Dr. Perea says. That’s because the kidney
diet is known to help delay the progression of kidney disease,
as well as manage the clinical signs of uremia. The value of the
cancer diet is less clear. “We know so little about whether
these low carbohydrates are effective for all pets.”
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Costly studies
One reason is that nutritional studies are expensive and difficult to design. Every change in a diet alters multiple other
components. However, nutritionist Cailin Heinze, VMD, MS, at
Cummings school says, “I think there are going to be more and
more of those kinds of studies. We’re really in the infancy of
understanding.”
Nutritionist Richard C. Hill, Vet MB, Ph.D., at the University
of Florida, is skeptical about feeding the Sl lymphoma diet to
all cancer patients, believing it’s likely that different cancers
behave differently and therefore all should be managed with
different diets. For now, he recommends feeding increased
protein and increased fat for lymphoma patients. “We have
no evidence that it will cause harm and it may do them some
good.”
Increasing the amount of fish oil, may be beneficial for dogs
with cancer. Drs. Hill, Perea, Heinze and Ogilvie recommend
it. Dr. Hill tends to recommend a lower-fat diet for dogs with
breast cancer.
The amount of protein and the ideal ratio of protein to fats
haven’t d, been determined for any type of cancer. “More
protein is good,” Dr. Hill says. “How much of any nutrient is
sufficient is less certain, as no one has looked at graded
increases of any nutrient in cancer patients. How much also
depends on how much the dog is eating and the studies that
have been done have failed to take food intake into account.
The importance of feeding increased fat is less certain
because the studies are less convincing.”
If you now buy a regular adult dog food and want to
introduce a low-carbohydrate, high-fat food, Dr. Perea suggests slowly introducing the new food over a week or two
weeks to h provide transition. Most of these diets will be
higher in fat, which could lead to diarrhea or stomach
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upset if your dog isn’t able to tolerate them. “Give plenty of
time,” Dr. Perea says, “to get used to the new diet.”
Note: If your pet is undergoing chemotherapy and is vulnerable to gastrointestinal upsets, you may want to opt for
a blander, highly digestible diet more moderate in fat and
geared to dogs with gastrointestinal disease.
In the end, much remains to be learned about nutrition’s
role in fighting cancer. But it’s a promising journey of discovery.

‘Grain-free’ can still be high in carbs
Myth: Grain-free means low carb.
Reality: Don’t assume grain-free diets are low carb. A lot of grainfree formulas that first hit the market were low in carbohydrates, but
since then it has become a trend to be grain-free and not necessarily
low carb, says nutritionist Sally Perea, DVM.
Check the packaging. Example:
One grain-free line of adult dry food on the market contains 22.56
percent protein, 11.64 percent fat and 48.67 percent carbohydrates.
By contrast, another brand also is grain-free but intentionally low
carb; it contains 44.17 percent protein, 23.13 percent fat and 14.85
percent carbohydrates.

Study finds homemade anti-cancer diets fail to meet nutritional needs
Some owners of dogs with cancer turn to homemade diets,
but new research by nutritionist-Cailin Heinze, VMD, MS, at
Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine raises a warning. She
examined 27 publicly available home made diet recipes for
dogs with cancer - those found on the Internet, in books and
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other resources - to gauge how well they met the nutritional
adequacy standards from the Association of American Feed
Control Officials.
The number of diets that met dogs’ nutritional needs: “Unfortunately, not a single one,” says Dr. Heinze, who presented
some data from the study at the American Academy of Veterinary Nutrition Conference in June.
If there’s ever a time owners need to provide adequate
nutrition, it’s while a pet fights cancer, Dr. Heinze says. “Keeping the dog’s weight up as best as possible despite a tumor and
avoiding essential nutrient deficiencies are by far the most
important things.”

Bottom line: If you go with a store-bought food, buy one
with a label stating it meets AAFCO standards. Pet owners
anywhere in the u.s. who prefer homemade foods can consult
Cummings School’s veterinary nutritionists by phone or in person to get a tailored diet for their dog with cancer. For infor
mation: www.tufts.edulvet/nutrition.

Your Dog Magazine, August 2012
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A number of environmental factors
can affect the incidence of hip dysplasia in dogs
Hip dysplasia (HD) in dogs is affected to a larger degree than
previously believed by the environment in which puppies
grow up.
It is particularly during the period from birth to three months
that various environmental factors appear to influence the
development of this disease. During the puppy stage, preventive measures can therefore be recommended with a view to
giving dogs disposed to the condition a better quality of life.
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Randi I. Krontveit’s doctoral research has studied the incidence of
HD in four breeds of dog in Norway and examined factors in the
environment where the dogs grew up that can have an affect on
the number of cases. HD is a genetic disease which also occurs in
several other species. Dogs are not born with HD, but genetically
disposed puppies can develop varying degrees of HD. The degree
of HD has an affect on when the dogs show symptoms and on
how long they live.
Five hundred privately owned dogs participated in the study and
the four breeds investigated were the Newfoundland, the Labrador
Retriever, the Leonberger and the Irish Wolfhound. The environment in which the dogs were born and grew up was registered
by means of questionnaires filled out by the breeder and the new
owner, and by examinations carried out by veterinary surgeons.
Findings from previous experiments and studies from other countries have indicated that rapid growth and a high body weight are
factors that increase the likelihood of developing HD. Randi I.
Krontveit’s research has shown that rapid growth and high body
weight in the first year of the puppies’ life did not result in an increased risk of HD. On the contrary, she found that the breed that
had the slowest growth rate – the Newfoundland – had the highest incidence of HD (36%). The Irish Wolfhound had the lowest
incidence of HD (10%), yet had the fastest rate of growth.
Puppies usually live with their mother at the breeder’s for the first
eight weeks of their life.

Several factors related to the living conditions at the breeder’s were shown to have an influence on the incidence of
HD. Puppies born in the spring or summer and at breeders

who lived on a farm or small holding, had a lower risk of developing HD. After about eight weeks, the puppies began life with their
new owner. The opportunity to exercise daily in parks up until the
age of three months reduced the risk of HD, whereas the daily
use of steps during the same period increased the risk. Overall, it
would appear that daily exercise out in gently undulating terrain
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up until the age of three months gives a good prognosis when it
comes to preventing HD.
The dogs in this study were followed up until they reached 10
years of age by means of annual questionnaires filled out by the
owner. Dogs seriously affected by HD were put down earlier than
dogs with a milder form of the disease. This was particularly the
case for Newfoundlands and Leonbergers. HD did not have such
a large affect on the longevity of Labrador Retrievers or Irish Wolfhounds. Serious and moderate degrees of HD increased the risk
of symptoms such as limping and hip pain and these symptoms
occurred earliest in Newfoundlands. The Labrador Retriever was
the breed in which symptoms appeared latest in life. Varied exercise had a positive effect and dogs that exercised on a daily basis
on a lead and running free in different types of terrain were free of
symptoms longer than dogs that were less active.

Based on the findings of this doctoral research, preventive measures related to early canine life can be recommended. If HD in its
most serious forms can be prevented, the life quality of dogs will
be improved.
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Randi I. Krontveit defended her doctoral research on 13th March
2012 at The Norwegian School of Veterinary Science (NVH) with
a thesis entitled: “Canine hip dysplasia in a prospective cohort
study – incidence, risk factors and long-term effects in four large
breeds.”
Biography:
Randi I. Krontveit comes from Oslo. She studied mathematics at
The University of Oslo and took her Cand.med.vet. degree at The
Norwegian School of Veterinary Science in 1998. She has held a
post at NVH since 2001, where she also carried out her doctoral
research.
Contact information
Randi I. Krontveit
Tel.: +47 22 59 71 49
Mobile: +47 913 30 291
Email: randi.krontveit@nvh.no
Magnhild Jenssen, Information Officer at NVH
Tel.: +47 77 66 54 01
Mobile: +47 957 94 830
Email: magnhild.jenssen@nvh.no
15.March 2012
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Novel help for a Fast-growing Cancer
Oncologists use a vaccine derived from human
DNA to treat melanoma and lengthen their patients’ lives
Veterinary oncologists are using a novel tool to fight malignant melaoma
in dogs - a canine vaccine derived :ro:11 h man D~A that activates a dog’s .
mmune system to destroy cancer cells. Researchers are also investigating how to
stimulate the immune system to fight melanoma in people by combining other
melanoma vaccines with other FDA-approved therapies.
Canine malignant melanoma (CMM) is the most common oral tumor and the
second most common digit tumor in dogs. The tumors develop fast, usually in
the mouth, on toes or in the nailbed - paw pad tumors are rare. Skin melanomas
in dogs are usually benign, but the malignant form is locally aggressive and can
sometimes metastasize (spread) to organs. Traditional treatments - surgery and
radiation - are most successful when CMM is small, detected early and removed
with surrounding tissue.
A Poor Prognosis. Tumor size, location and metastasis affect prognosis,
which is often poor. “Canine oral melanoma is devastating and something we all
see and have to deal with,” says oncologist Kelly Hume, DVM, at Cornell University’s College of Veterinary Medicine. “This vaccine is a welcome tool, one
of the first cancer treatments we’ve had approved for veterinary medicine.”
Melanoma is the fifth or sixth most common canine cancer, says oncologist
Philip Bergman, DVM,
Ph.D., who participated in the vaccine research. (He’s a:.·o director of clinical
studie fo:’ -C ...• Antech, formerly BrightHear Veterinary Centers.)
Up to 70 percent of oral melanoma tumors spread to the lungs, eventual y
causing illness prompting euthanasia. The breakthrough melanoma vaccine,
Oncept from Merial, received fulllicensure from the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 2009 after a trial study in canine oral melanoma in which about 70
percent of 58 vaccinated dogs survived three years or more. The dogs received
a series of vaccine treatments after their tumors were removed. In the study,
only about 20 percent of 53 unvaccinated historical control dogs, who received
surgery alone, survived that long.
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Mobilizing T-cells. Immunotherapy - using vaccines to treat cancer - mobilizes specialized cells (T-cells) to recognize and attack cancer cells, which ordinarily evade detection. The Merial vaccine uses human DNA to trigger a dog’s
immune system to detect one antigen (protein) found in melanoma cells - the
protein tyrosinase, which contributes to dark pigmentation.
“I recommend Oncept in any melanoma patient where I believe the tumor
has a propensity for metastasis” Dr. Bergman says. In dogs with advanced oral
melanoma, the median survival time is one to eight months with standard treatments, he says, but “we’re seeing many (treated) dogs live two-plus years and
that’s great. The more advanced the melanoma, the bigger the wall in front of
us, but even in dog with evidence of spread, some do survive when given the
vaccine.”
Prescribed ‘Off-label.’ The vac· cine is labeled for narrowly-defined melanoma cases - dogs with oral melanoma of moderate severity who appear to have
no cancer remaining after surgery),. However, many oncologists use the vaccine “off-label,” Dr. Bergman says, sometimes for tumors that are not entirely
removed or are more advanced and melanoma in different locations or species.
About 500 dogs received different variants of the canine vaccine from 2000
to 2007, Dr. Bergman says, and some survived more than four years. One study
used a mouse-derived vaccine to successfully treat digit melanoma. The mouseDNA vaccine isn’t commercially available because the human-derived vaccine
was approved, but the study proved that cross-species D A vaccines elicit successful immune responses to tumors in various locations, he says.
The study’s lead investigator, Christina Manley, DVM, of Leesburg, Va.,
says 63 percent of those vaccinated dogs survived one year, versus a one-year
survival rate of about 50 percent for dogs treated by digit amputation. After two
years, 36 percent of the vaccinated dogs were alive, triple the 11 to 13 percent
survival rate dogs with traditional treatments.
A drawback of immunotherapy is that it takes three to four months to generate
an immune defense, Dr. Bergman says. “A dog with advanced melanoma may
have only one or two months to live, so we’re in a footrace that we’re afraid of
losing.” He is now studying ways to better apply Oncept to metastasized melanoma and hopes to work on similar vaccines for canine lymphoma, breast and
bone cancers.
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Says Dr. Hume at Cornell: ‘’I’m happy to see some dogs with melanoma living longer than expected, and I am pleased to have a well-tolerated alternative to
traditional chemotherapy to offer clients and patients.”
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
The causes of canine malignant melanoma are unknown, but sun exposure is not thought to be a factor as it is in human melanomas. Older
dogs and breeds with dark skin and mouths may be more prone, such as
Chow Chows. The signs of CMM oral tumors include: lumps or bumps in
the mouth; facial or jaw swelling; facial pain; difficulty eating or swallowing; drooling, refusal to eat with accompanying weight loss; bad breath
and oral or nasal bleeding.
Among the signs of nail bed and digit melanoma: a dark, raised bump on
or between toes; swelling or ulceration under the nail; sensitivity, pain and
limping.
Dog Watch Magazine, September 2012
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November
3 years old: Kerry Derby (f), Cait Luba-Curtis (f),
5 years old: Adan Cobb (m), Mimzy Clark (f)
			
Baddan Tross (m), Spencer Holmes (m)
			
& Roisin Switzer (f)
7 years old: Paddy Grace (m)
9 years old: Jude Shaw (f), McCord Smith (m)
			
& Gladdy Aiken (f)
10 years old: Ila Jean Fairbanks
11 years old: Dara Smith (f)

December
3 years old: Frost (m) & Jingle (f) Souza,
Sadie Schluter (f) & Sheen Williams (m)
4 years old: Jake Trifeletti (m), Heather Smith (f)
5 years old: Mister Darcy Jepson (m)
6 years old: Raxx (m) & Morgana (f) Powers-Lursen
8 years old: Bodacious Powers-Lursen (f)
9 years old: Jesse Gabriel (f)
10 years old: Merry Paz (f)
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January
4 years old: Siobhan Clark (f), Keegan ,
Madden (m’s) & Luna Bella (f)
Gould-Birse
5 years old: Sheenagh Williams (f), Paddy
Kimsey (m), Aiden Johansson (f),
Connlaoi Hayden (m), Louise
Braham (f), Lily Robertson (f), and
Honey & May Molloy (f’s)
6 years old: Yogi Aiken (m)
7 years old: Faith & Hope Paz (f’s), Ruby May
McCombs (f’s), Unity Temple (f)
10 years old: Brian, Brianna & Colleen LubaCurtis , Gallagher Fairbanks (m)
11 years old: Unity & Pride Hawksworth (f’s)
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NCIWC Calendar
		
		
			
Nov 3 & 4, 2012
Nov 10 & 11, 2012
Nov 23 & 24, 2012
Nov 25 & 26, 2012

BCONC AKC Lure Trial - Hollister
Wine Country Kennel Club - Napa
Golden Valley Kennel Club - Turlock
San Joaquin Kennel Club - Stockton

December 1, 2012
December 2, 2012
December 8, 2012
December 9, 2012

NCIWC Gathering Of The Cu - Salinas
NCIWC Christmas Party - Carmel
Santa Cruz Kennel Club - Woodland
Camellia Capitol Kennel Club - Woodland

January 13, 2013
Jan 26 & 27, 2013

NCIWC Meeting - Sudwerks, Davis
Golden Gate Kennel Club - Daly City

Feb 2 & 3, 2013
Feb 17 & 18, 2013

Sun Maid Kennel Club - Fresno
Santa Clara Kennel Club - San Jose

Show & Lure Info contact Robin Burchett tory_iw@att.net (925) 689-9765
Camping Info contact Frank Christian fwc10000@gmail.com

The Hounds’ Bugle
2213 Greenbrier Street
Concord, CA 94520-1441

